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Trolley Tracks Infinity Scarf
by Lisa R. Myers
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SIZE
62” circumference x 10” depth
MATERIALS
Manos del Uruguay FINO (70% extrafine merino, 30% silk;
approx. 100g/490 yds),1 sk MC plus 1 Miniskein Set.
Shown in 404 Watered Silk (MC) with kit 7 Georgiana
(426 Damask [CC1], 405 Peacock Plume [CC2], 407 Velvet
Pincushion [CC3], 419 Brass Button [CC4], 438 Poison
[CC5]).
US4/3.5mm ndl, 32-48” circular, or size to obtain gauge
Ring marker
Tapestr y needle
GAUGE
26 sts and 56 rounds = 4” over Dots and Dashes pattern in
the round
26 sts and 52 rounds = 4” over Fancy Rib pattern in the
round (see Note)
ABBREVIATIONS
Beg: beginning
CO: cast on
K: knit
Ndl: needle
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P: purl
Rep: repeat
Rnd(s): round(s)
Sl: slip
St(s): stitch(es)
Wyib: with yarn in back
NOTES
- It’s impor tant that you get the same gauge for the Fancy
Rib pattern and the Dots and Dashes pattern. Because of the
slipped stitches in the Dots and Dashes pattern, this may
require two different needle sizes (smaller for Rib, larger for
Dots and Dashes). Swatch both stitch patterns to be sure!
-Do not cut MC between rounds; carr y it loosely up inside of
work when not in use.
-The CC’s are used in order from CC1 to CC5, then this
sequence is repeated throughout the scarf. Each CC is used
for only 2 rounds before changing to the next CC . For
example, the first time you work the pattern, use CC1 for
Rnds 3 and 4, and CC2 for Rnds 7 and 8. When the pattern is
repeated, use CC3 for Rnds 3 and 4, and CC4 for Rnds 7 and
8. The next time you repeat the pattern, use CC5 for Rnds 3
and 4, and then CC1 again for Rnds 7 and 8. Continue in this
manner, always changing to the next CC color in order.
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STITCH GUIDE
Fancy Rib (multiple of 10 sts)
Rnd 1: *P5, k2, p1, k2; rep from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rep rnds 1 and 2 for Fancy Rib.
Dots and Dashes (multiple of 10 sts)
Rnd 1: With MC, knit.
Rnd 2: With next CC in order, *k5, sl2wyib, k1, sl2wyib; rep
from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 3: With CC, *p5, sl2wyib, p1, sl2wyib; rep from * to end
of rnd; cut CC .
Rnd 4: With MC, knit to end of rnd, remove marker, k1,
replace marker. (Beg of rnd has moved one st to the left.)
Rnd 5: With MC, knit.
Rnd 6: With next CC in order, *sl2wyib, k1, sl2wyib, k5; rep
from * to end of rnd.
Rnd 7: With CC, *sl2wyib, p1, sl2wyib, p5; rep from * to end
of rnd; cut CC .
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Rnd 8: With MC, knit to end of rnd, remove marker, k1,
replace marker. (Beg of rnd has moved one st to the left.)
Rep rnds 1 through 8 for Dots and Dashes. Use CCs in this
order : *CC1, CC2, CC3, CC4, CC5; rep from * (see Note).
INSTRUCTIONS
BOTTOM BORDER
With MC, CO 400 sts. Join, being careful not to twist, and
place marker to show beg of rnd. Work 10 rnds in Fancy Rib.
BODY
Work in Dots and Dashes pattern until each CC has been
used 6 times – 15 8-rnd reps; work measures approximately
10.5” from CO edge.
TOP BORDER
Work 9 rnds in Fancy Rib, then bind off knitwise.
FINISHING
Weave in ends; block gently.
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FINO MINI-SKEIN SETS
70% extrafine merino, 30% silk, 20g/98yd mini-skeins, set of 5
415, 404, 429, 405, 427

415, 401, 429, 416, 427

436, 413, 414, 415, 429

#1 - Augusta

#2 - Beatrix

#3 - Clarissa

431, 424, 430, 407, 423

413, 421, 410, 420, 411

423, 407, 408, 404, 433

426, 405, 407, 419, 438

#4 - Dorothea

#5 - Eleanor

#6 - Flora

#7 - Georgiana

